MIAA
Swimming & Diving
How to Submit Dive Lists to appropriate Meet Secretary
Coaches:
Check the MIAA website under Tournament Formats – click on Swimming & Diving Format, then go to the
Dive Information page. Use this information, as a guide only, as it delineates NFHS 9-4-1 which explains
how the 11 dive format has to be put together by each round for championship meets. You then need to
follow these two steps to enter your diver(s).


First, the diver must be entered by name with YOG along with your swimmers for your school's
entry on Direct Athletics. Their best 6 dive score should be entered in the event box for 1 meter
diving.



Second, all Sectional and State meet dive lists should be submitted via email to Kim Whitworth
(7465@msn.com). The diver's list(s) should be prepared as follows in the email.......

North, South or Central/West Sectional or State Diving Meet (choose correct meet)
Athlete First Name / Last Name
Name of High School
103B*
105C
202A*
203C
303C
301B *
5132D
401B*
5121D*
304C
403C
* designates that this is one of the five voluntary dives
When listing the dives:



Just list the dive # and position letter.....you do not have to write out the dive description or DD
List all your girl divers or boy divers in a separate email to the appropriate meet Dive Secretary

Other diving requirements:



When your diver arrives at the meet there will be a printed out sheet for him/her and coach to sign
Divers will need signed diving sheets from a sanctioned dual meet, dive invitational or championship
meet with scores of 5 or higher from each scoring judge to prove each of the 11 dives to be

performed




Divers will also need to have the signed dive sheets from the two six dive meets where the specific
championship meet qualifying scores were achieved
Please check the Swimming and Diving Format for additional instructions and/or clarifications
Only signed original or copies of dives sheets will be accepted. Pictures of dive sheets on an "iphone"
etc. will not be accepted.

Thank you in advance for following this step by step process to get your diver(s) 11 dive list entered and
verified. As always there will be an opportunity to adjust the list, change the order of dives or change a dive
on the day of the meet.
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